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Rodeo team rides to nationals Capps recognizes
OCOB study
(liif Ì \

By Valerie Angelo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Cal Poly ro d eo te a m m e m b e r an d ag ricu ltu ral system s m a n a g e m e n t senior Levi Rosser w restles a
steer a t th e Poly Royal Rodeo.

By Jenni Mintz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

After a successful playoff rodeo last weekend, 10
rodeo team members are preparing for the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association finals in Casper,
Wyo., in June.
The team had multiple individual victories that led
to quality to compete in finals.
Earth science senior Jesse Segura, national student

president of the N ational Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association, won the men’s all-around title and the
saddle bronco and steer wrestling competitions on
May 9 and 10.
“Jesse has been instrumental in helping to run the
association,” Cal Poly rodeo coach Bret Black said.
“He has taken on roles that no other president has
taken on, and has been extremely involved.”

Administrator to pursue
career at Georgia Southern U.
By Chris Welke
MUSTANG DAXY STAFF WWTER

W ith aspirations of one day
becoming a university president, Cal
Poly’s interim associate vice provost
Anny Morrobel-Sosa will move to
Georgia where she will be the new
dean of science and technology at
Georgia Southern University.
As an administrator, MorrobelSosa begins work at G SU July 1. She
has already found a new home and
will make the move shortly after Cal
Poly’s academic year comes to a close.

“It’s a challenging opportunity,”
Morrobel-Sosa said. “The fact that
I’m getting a promotion is not neces
sarily the one thing that I’m focused
on, but obviously it’s important. So it
was just the right opportunity at the
right time.”
Being the new dean of the Allen E.
Paulson College of Science and
Tecltnology is a large job. Unlike Cal
Poly, which holds engineering in a
seperate college from science and
math, G SU integrates these into one.

see SOSA, page 2

New class offers hands-on
experience for aggies
By Ryan McAdams

didn’t have a real feel for what they’d be
doing in the real world,” de Yong said of
his former students.
There are classes that prepare stu
Students do not need to worry any
dents for life after school.
more.
Then there are those that struggle
The class. Agriculture Policy Issues,
with the idea.
creates a hands-on environment that
Agribusiness professor Ron de Yong allows students to come up with agricul
and associate dean of the College of tural policies as a group and present
Agriculture Mark Shelton have worked them to the powers that be.
together to get a class off the ground
“The main thing it does is show the
that is making strides toward supplying students how challenging the policy
students with confidence when they developing world is and they have to
enter the workforce. The two teach the deal with issues that have economical
winter class together and de Yong and environmental impacts,” Shelton
teaches it in the ^ring by himself.
“1 had students telling me that they
se€ CLASS, page 7
MUSTANG DAXY STAFF WRITER

see RODEO, page 7

The Ortalea College of Business
recently conducted a study on
entrepreneurs, which led to special
recognition from Rep. Lois Capps,
D-Santa Barbara.
Business
professor
W illiam
Pendergast instructed a senior pro
je c t course entitled “Profiles in
Entrepreneurial Leadership.” The
course exposed students to entre
preneurial profiles within the San
Luis Obispo community. Students
organized an event based on the
research of successful business own
ers who were either Cal Poly alum
ni or active patrons of the commu
nity.
“I gained an awareness of what it
takes to be an entrepreneur and the
different ways to become one,” said
Emily Waldron. “I learned a lot
about managing a group and the
effectiveness of team building and
ownership.”
T he students then nominated
several entrepreneurs to receive an
award given by the O C O B.
Candidates for the entrepreneur
ial awards were chosen after weeks

''What li'os rewarding for
me was the students' suc^
cess. They did a great job
and it was extremely well'
organized. This was a big
production and it created a
new institution at Cal
Poly."
William Pendergast
business professor
of study and preparation. Sixty-five
nominations were agreed upon and
placed into 10 categories for
review. In order to reach a decision,
a panel of judges from the commu
nity established the criteria for
recognition. Students prepared for
five-minute presentations,on each
entrepreneur and delivered an
overall synopsis of the individual’s
achievements, as well as conveying
the basis for recognition as a busi-

see OCOB, page 2

PolyFIT helps students get lean
By Amanda HIppe
M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Students, faculty and alumni
who have been feeling guilty for the
way the haven’t been taking care of
their body, should listen because
there is a low-cost program on cam*
pus dedicated to helping clients
achieve their fitness goals.
PolyFIT, which was started as a
senior project in 2000, is a compre
hensive series of fitness testing and
exercise prescription designed to
get the client to his or her personal
fitness goal. T he program is operat
ed by trained kinesiology students
and directed by Dave Pomfret, who
came onto the project as co-directot in fall 2001 and a year later
became sole director.
“The primary goal of the program
remains as a means to train students
how to administer fitness tests and
provide those services to the cam
pus of Cal Poly,” Pomfret said.
In the past two years, the pro
gram has taken many steps forward.
The kinesiology department con
tinues to obtain new equipment
from the student-based fee increase
and with each improvement, they
continue to incorporate the latest
tools for fitness training.
“Currently we have tests for each
of the four areas of health related
fitness: Body com position, car
diorespiratory, muscular strength
and endurance and flexibility,”
Pomfret said.

LESUE BURTON/M USTANG DAILY

G rad u ate stu d e n t Sara Schellenberg p erfo rm s a b o d y fa t test on
kin esio lo g y ju n io r A p ril Strang.
Pomfret is in charge of getting
volunteers, which isn’t too difficult
considering the appeal the program
has on resumes for jobs and grad
school. Kinesiology majors, like
senior Josh Hoopes and junior
Bristin Kreuter, can apply their
time at the program toward direct
ed fieldwork credit that can help
toward their concentration units.

“This is definitely a fun and good
way to earn units,” Hoopes said.
Hoopes said he is confident that
his time at PolyFIT will benefit him
in the future.
“T he one-on-one experience 1
am getting will benefit me for my
upcoming career in physical thera
py,” he said. He is currently partici-

see POLYFIT, page 2
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from
State
Sen ator
Bruce
M cPherson’s office and assembly
member Abel Maldonado gave out
certificates of recognition.

continued from page 1
ness originator. After eight hours of
evaluation, 12 entrepreneurs were
selected to receive an award.
“Since this was the first time we
organized the awards, a lot of
research and planning was needed
to establish a framework that can
he replicated again and again,” said
business junior Chris Miller. “O f
course there were a number of little
things that could be changed, but
this is part of the learning process,
and overall the event was perfectly
planned.”
On May 9, more than 150 indi
viduals attended the awards ban
quet at the Dairy Creek golf course.
Each entrepreneur was recognized
for their high level of excellence
within the community. A n alumni
representative, and representatives
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pating for his third quarter.
Kreuter, in her second quarter of
volunteering, said the most reward
ing part of the whole experience is
seeing re.sults in her clients.
“1 just feel really good when 1 see
someone’s hard work pay off for
them,” Kreuter said.
T he PolyFlT program is located
on the second floor of building 43 in
the James L. Webb Human
Performance Laboratory. All tests
are performed on location, or if need
be, other locations on campus. The
time commitment for the testing
depends on the tests a client
requests to be performed and the
information session before and after.
“Depending on what a client
wants, they could be here for 50
minutes or two and a half hours,”
Kreuter said.
After the test results and fitness
and nutrition assessments are made,
the client can then go to the Cal
Poly Rec Center and design a work
out routine with any of the trainers

“T h e

course

created

bridges

between C al Poly and the entrepre
neurial community, as well as give
them contacts with the entrepre
neurs themselves,” Pendergast said.
T he event’s success did not only
create a new era of tradition but
compelled Rep. Lois Capps to pre
sent Pendergast with a certificate of
special congressional recognition.
“W hat was rewarding for me was
the students’ success,” Pendergast
said. “They did a great job and it
was extremely well organized. This
was a big production and it created
a new institution at C al Poly.”
Pendergast presented the O C O B
with the special certificate and left
the success to reside in the home of
creation.

“The primary goal o f the
program remains as a
means to train students
how to administer fitness
tests and provide those ser
vices to the campus o f Cal
PolyT

SOSA
continued from page 1
In other words, geologists, physi
cists, programmers and pre-meds all
attend the same college. The pro
gram also includes construction
management, industrial technology
and military science.
Her move is another step in a
fast-moving career.
After finishing her doctorate in
chemistry at the University of
Southern California in 1985,
Morrobel-Sosa became a professor of
chemistry at the University of
Alabama. She moved to San Luis
Obispo in 1990 to become part of
the materials engineering program
at Cal Poly.
“(The program was) just begin
ning to be created,” Morrobel-Sosa
said. “It used to be just materials and
welding.”
In 1994 and 1995, Morrobel-Sosa
was a faculty fellow with Pacesetter
Inc., a company that builds pace
makers. She did research there in
exchange for one of their researchers
who came and taught at Cal Poly.
After returning to her duties at
Cal Poly, she became chair of the
Academic Senate for the 1997-98
year.

In 1998, Morrobel-Sosa became
one of the 35 people the American
Council on Education selects annu
ally for administrative training. She
was sent to the University of
Delaware.
“It was sort of like an intern posi
tion,” Morrobel-Sosa said. “The
president acts as your mentor. You
work with him or her for an entire
year, almost shadowing them. You
gain insight into the decisions that a
president makes, which in most
cases are difficult or controversial.”
Upon returning to Cal Poly in
1999, Morrobel-Sosa began her
work as a full-time administrator in
the provost’s office.
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Paul Zingg
recalled working with her:
“Anny is one of the brightest
folks with whom I’ve ever had the
pleasure of working with,” Zingg
said. “She is incredibly dedicated to
her work and very knowledgeable.
She has provided invaluable assis
tance to the university in a variety
of areas, but particularly in assess
ment, accountability, campus cli
mate and diversity issues. She’s an
extraordinary colleague. The uni
versity will lose a terrific person in
Anny.”

Dave Pomfret
director o f PolyFlT
on site.
“We get the client on their way
by educating

them

about

body,” Hoopes said. “They can then
use

the

gym

to

m aintain

C om ing u p this w e e k

their
the

progress. However, it takes responsi
bility of the client to see success and
results.”
PolyFlT operates on Tuesdays
from noon until 2 p.m. and 4:30 to
6:30 p.m., Tliursday from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. and Friday from 9 to 11
a.m. C all 756-5369 to make an

^AWOL Drive-In Movie and Burger NightThere will be free admission to th e Sunset
Drive-In tonight 7 to 11 p.m. for graduating
seniors.
^Physics Coloquium- Physics professor
Elizabeth Dem setz lectures on "A Closer Look
at Conceptual Change" Thursday at 11 a.m. In
building 52, room C36.

appointment.
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the living is easy!
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Come and enjoy the convenience of
EASY Summer Housing available on campus
in Sierra Madre Hall.
DOUBLE and SINGLE occupancy rates now available!
«

>

For m ore inform ation contact the Housing Office at
7 5 6-1226 - M on-Fri 9:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m.
www.housing.calpoly.edu

Congratulations Grads!
Rosa's will be open all day on

Sat June 14 from ii am until 10:30 pm
Make your reservations soon 773 - 0551
Cocktails - Full Bar
491 Price St.

Pismo Beach

%

H ousing and Residential Life
- D epartm ent o f S tudent Affairs
Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo
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Rabin Shaoulian was not returned
Tue.sday.

L.A. m an o rd ered to pay m ore
th a n $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 in stock m a n ip 
u latio n case

E x-repo rter B lair'couldn't stop
lau g h in g ' a t one deception

LOS ANGELES — A former
University of California, Los Angeles,
student accused of sending false mes
sages about sticks over the Internet in
order to profit from buying or selling
sprees that followed was ordered to pay
the government more than $500,000,
federal regulators said Tuesday.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission contends that Refael
Shaoulian, 26, manipulated the price
of five stocks while a student at
UCLA. Shaoulian created false online
identities on university computers
then posted hundreds of false messages
about the stwks on Internet bulletin
boards and chat nx^ms, the SEC said.
Shaoulian pocketed more than
$410,000 from the stcx:k sales, money
he spread among 21 bank and broker
age accounts he controlled along with
his father, Samuel Shaoulian, and
brother, Rabin Shaoulian, the SEC
said.
U.S. [^strict CxHirt Judge Consuelo
Marshall ordercsJ the Shaouliiins to
pay the government $534,408.72,
including $114,297.38 in interest and
a $10,000 civil penalty against Retael
Shaoulian.
Marshall rejected the Shaoulians’
request for the judgment amount to be
reduced by the amount of income
taxes they had paid on their sttKk .sales
and by tlie decline in value their assets
suffered while frozen.
No number was listed for Refael
Shaoulian. A phone number for a
Samuel Shaoulian of Los Angeles was
unlisted. A mt'ssagc left at the home of
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NEW YORK — Former New York
Times reporter Jayson Blair said he
“couldn’t stop laughing’’ when the
newspaper corrected his fraudulent
description of an American POW’s
home in West Virginia, according to Light e a rth q u a k e rattles The
excerpts of an interview with the New Geysers area
York Observer.
THE GEYSERS, Calif. — An
“That’s my favorite, just because the earthquake with a preliminary magni
description was so far off from the real tude of 4.2 shtx)k parts of Sonoma
ity. And the way they described it in County on Tuesday.
The quake hit at 9:50 a.m. and was
Tbe Times story — someone read a
portion of it to me — 1 couldn’t stop centered at the Geysers, about 14
laughing,” Blair said in an interview miles north of Healdsburg, according
scheduled for publication Wednesday. to the U.S. Geologiail Survey.
The newspaper made excerpts avail
Local ptilice and fire officials said
there
were no reports tif damage or
able to The AsstKiated Press on
Tuesday.
injuries, and said no one felt the
tremor.
In one of his few interviews since
Several smaller quakes, one with a
resigning from the Times on May 1,
Blair told the Observer that he “ftxjled preliminary magiiitude of 2.6, stnick
stime of the most brilliant people in the same area in the hours before and
after the larger quake.
joumali.sm” with his reporting.
In a brazen act of deception, Blair
wrote under a dateline from Palestine, IntemationalBriefs
WVa., about the family of Pvt. Jessica
Lynch, a POW rescueiJ in Iraq. He M a d cow disease in C anada
described the family’s home as over- brin gs e x p o rt ban, econom ic
kxiking “tobacco fields and cattle pas fa llo u t
tures.” TTie porch overlooks no such
TO RO N TO — TTie United States
thing and no member of the Lynch banned all beef imports from Canada
family remembers talking to Blair, the after a lone case of mad cow disease
Times said in an extensive investiga was discovered in the heart of
tion into his work.
Canada’s cattle country on Tue.sday.
Newsweek has rept)rted that Blair
The discovery raised concern
signed with literary agent I3avid because Canada and the United States
Vigliano to market his story for possi had put in place feeding practices
ble Kx)k and movie deals. The maga authorities thought would prevent the
zine, citing friends of the ex-reporter, infection from spreading in North
also reported that Blair had sought America. Still, officials stres.sed it was
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an isolated case.
“Information suggests that risk to
human health and the ^xissibility of
transmission to animals in the United
States is very low,” U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Ann Veneman said in a
statement.
TTie infected cow, an 8-year-old
from a farm in northern Alberta, was
slaughtered on Jan. 31, Canadian
Agriculture Minister Lyle Vanclief
told a news conference in Edmonton.
He said it was killed because it was
believed to have pneumonia, and test
ing in England confinned Tuesday it
had bovine spongiform encephalopa
thy, or BSE.

condition of anonymity, gave no
details on the arrests and it was unclear
whether investigators believe the
three men were connected to the May
12 suicide attacks, which officials have
linked to Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaida
terror network.

U.S. p red icts'su b stan tial sup
p o r t'fo r plan fo r p o s t-w a r Iraq

UNITED NATIONS — The
United States predicted Tuesday it will
have “substantial suppe^rt” for a re.sc)luti<m to lift U.N. sanctions against Iraq
and allow the countr>’’s oil revenue to
finance its reconst niction.
U.S. Ambas.sador John Negn)ponte
said the Bush administration wants the
U.S., B ritain, G erm an y close
Security Giuncil to vote this week,
em bassies, consulates in
possibly as early as Wednesday, on tbe
response to security threats
resolutkm, which wtiuld also authorize
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — The
the U.S.-led coalition to nin Iraq until
United States, Britain and Gennany
it has an intematk»nally recognized
temporarily closed their embassies and
government.
consulates in Saudi Arabia on Tue.sday
Secretary of State Q ilin Powell
following warnings of “imminent” ter
worked the phones on Tuesday to win
ror threats.
suppsxt for a iiewly revised draft reso
A Saudi official said dozens of
lution, introduced late Monday.
Muslim militants linked to al-Qaida
He spoke twice to Russian Foreign
are believed ready to volunteer for sui
Minister Igor Ivanov and once to
cide bombings like the ones that tar
Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf,
geted Westerners in Riyadh last week.
as well as the foreign ministers of
Saudi authorities said they were
Germany, France and Spain.
doing all they could to ward off vio
Powell said last week he hoped for a
lence and announced new arrests
15-0 vote in the Security Gxjncil and
Tuesday.
Saudi security officials said three State l>epartment spokesman Richard
suspected al-Qaida militants were Boucher reiterated that Tuesday.
“We think we have and will have
arrested Monday in the southwestern
substantial
suppiirt,” Boucher said in
port of Jiddah folkiwing the nearsimultaneous May 12 attacks on the Washington.
outskirts of Riyadh that killed 34 peo
ple, including eight Americaas, two Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
Britons iind nine attackers.
The security officials, speaking on managing editor Malia Spencer.

Trial of alleged terrorist "sleeper'cell goes to the jury
By David Runk
A s s o c ia t e d P r e s s W

r it e r

D ETR O IT — The government
wrapped up its case Tuesday against
four Arab Americans charged with
running a terrorist “sleeper” cell,
setting the stage for deliberations in
the first U .S. trial of its kind since
•the Sept.^11 attacks.
It took more than two hours for
U .S. District Court Judge Gerald
Rosen to finish jury instructions.
Deliberations will begin Wednesday.
“This case is not about Arabs, this
case is not about Muslims,”
Assistant U .S. A ttorney Keith
Corbett told the jury, noting how
defense lawyers suggested prejudice
is behind the charges. “This case is
about terrorism.”
Ahmed Hannan, 34, Karim
Koubriti,
24,
A bdel-llah
Elmardoudi, 37, and Farouk AliHaimoud, 22, are charged with con
spiracy to provide support to terror
ists and another conspiracy count.
They face up to 20 years in prison if
convicted. Hannan, Koubriti and

T«

treatment for substance abuse.
According to excerpts from the
OKserver, Blair said his deceptions
stemmed from personal problems.
“I was either going to kill myself or
I was going to kill the journalist per
sona,” he said. “So Jayson Blair the
human being could live, Jayson Blair
the journalist had to die.”
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Ali-Haimoud also face two fraudrelated charges that carry up to 25
years in prison.
Ali-Haimoud is from Algeria and
the other three are from MoriKCo.
All are legal immigrants and all are
Muslim. The government has sug
gested they are Islamic extremists
who wanted to bring about attacks
in the United States and abroad in a
plot hatched before the men arrived
here in the late 1990s and 2000.
Among the evidence presented
were false documents found during a
raid of a Detroit apartment six days
after
the
Sept.
11
attacks.
Authorities also found a videotape
the government says cases possible
targets and a day planner that con
tains what witnesses said are sketch
es of an American air base in Turkey
and a military hospital in Jordan.
Defense lawyers said the planner
belonged to a now-dead mentally ill
man who liked to dotxlle. They said
the video, which includes scenes of
Disneyland in Anaheim, and the
MGM Grand Hotel and Casino in
Las Vegas, is an innocuous travel

“T/iis case is not about Arabs, this case is not about
Muslims. This case is about terrorism.
Keith Corbett
assistant U.S. attorney

ogue.
The defense also said the govern
ment built its case largely on the lies
of a self-described con artist: Youssef
Hmimssa, a former rtxjmmate of
stime of the men.
Hmimssa
testified
that
Elmardoudi, the cell’s alleged ring
leader, told him about the possibili
ty of massive attacks on the United
States one month before the jetliner
hijackings of Sept. 11. Hmimssa also
said the men wanted him to make
fake airport and FBI identification
and that Koubriti wanted a license
to haul hazardous materials.
Hmimssa described the men as
extremists who wanted to support
strikes, ship arms to the Middle East
and smuggle “brothers” into the

country. But he offered few details
and some of the claims rest .solely on
his word.
Defense attorneys suggested the
witness cooked up the terrorism
allegations in a bid to win leniency.
Hmimssa, a Moroccan in the United
States illegally, is awaiting sentenc
ing after pleading guilty to fraudrelated charges in three states. He
has admitted using aliases, engaging
in document fraud and leading a
credit card scheme that netted more
than $180,000.
“He thinks that if he talks the
same lie day after day it must be the
truth,” defense attorney William
Swor .said of Hmimssa. “This is a guy
who every day of his life has perse
vered by lying.”

Border, bridge security increased with higher terror alert
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SA C R A M E N T O
(A P )
—
California Highway Patrol officers
were ordered hack to 12-hour shifts
Tuesday,
while
security
was
increased at the state’s bridges, bor
ders and other potential targets.
Gov. Gray Davis ordered the pre
cautions after the Bush administra
tion raised the national terror alert
level to orange amid fears the
recent wave of terrorist attacks
overseas will spread to the United
States.

T here is no specific threat
against California, Davis said. The
steps are the same the state tcx)k
the last time the alert was rai.sed to
orange during the Iraq war.
Davis also thanked the federal
Homeland Security Department for
approving his request last month
that the state and local govern
ments be allowed to use a portion
of federal homeland security money
for overtime expenses during the
heightened alert.

It costs the CH P about $500,000
a week for the extra overtim e,
Davis said. He estimated the state
has been reimbursed for no more
than 30 percent of its homeland
security costs so far. Even the more
than $300 million the state eventu
ally expects to receive from the fed
eral government will still be “a long
ways” from full reimbursement for
the state’s costs, Davis said.
National Guard troops remain
posted at each end of the Golden

G ate Bridge, but will take on no
additional

role

despite

the

increa.sed alert level, Davis said.
Mary Currie, a spokeswoman for
the Golden Gate Bridge district,
said an access road that runs under
the south side of the landmark and
a trail that runs underneath the
north side were closed Tuesday
afternoon so officers have a smaller
area to safeguard.
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Get 'Bent'

Soccer may not appeal to U.S. crowd, but'Beckham'will
By Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Continuing a trend of cultural comedies,
British import “Bend It Like Beckham” doesn’t
disappoint. The film focuses on a young Indian
girl who dreams of playing soccer professionally
like her idol, Mimchester United stxcer star
l^vid Beckham.
But can a film based on a sport most
Americans don’t follow find an audience here in
the stares?
“Beckham” revolves around Jess (Parminder
Nagra), who.se strict, traditional Indian parents do
not want her playing soccer anymore. Her moth
er is constantly pressuring her to find a hashand
and learn to cook customary Indian ilLshes. Her
sister Pinky is her exact opptTsite; she’s obsessed
with fashion and cannot wait to marry her long
time Kiyfriend. jess is sptTtted playing soccer in the
park by Jules, played by the hot Keira Knightley,
who plays for a lixal all-girls team. She convinces
Jess to come play, but conceals this from her dis
approving parents.
Much of the movie centers around secrets. One
of Jess’ Indian friends is gay; Jules’ mother, played
by the hilarious Juliet Stevenson, thinks her
daughter is gay totT because she doesn’t wear dress
es and ftKuses solely on scxcer. As she piiints out
in the film, “There is a reason Sporty Spice is the
only one without a fella.”
A love triangle that develops between Jules and
Jess over their coach also plays a central role in
“Beckham.”
The major problem Americans will find with
this movie is it is very British. Some ot the jokes
were lost on the audience 1 sat with, including ref
erences to people in British pxip culture. The

COURTESY PHOTO

A lth o u g h soccer is n o t Am erica's sport o f choice, audiences w ill e n jo y 'B end it Like
B eckham ,' a film m o re a b o u t fa m ily an d cu ltu re th a n co m p etitio n .
biggest of these people would be Beckham, the
subject of Jess’ obsession.
Here in the states Beckham is virtually
unknown, whereas in England and the rest of the
world he is worshipjied like a gtxl. He mixJels
clothes in Japan and there is a shrine to him in
Thailand. He is married to former Spice Girl
“Posh Spice,” aka Victoria Beckham, who is fea
tured on the film’s soundtrack. TTie two are like
royalty in the United Kingdom, selling more
tabloids than the late Princess Wana. TTieir home
in Manchester has even been dubbed
“Beckingham Palace.”
Lately, David has been raising his profile here

in the states. Beckham was featured on the front
page of USA Txlay a few weeks ago and Barbara
Walters profiled he
and his wife on
“20/20.” But even
with the publicity,
his notoriety will be
stifled bv the lack of
presence the sport
of .siKcer has here.
How
many
Americans
can
name
multiple
members of their

home professional sixcer team? How about the
women’s league?
Prior to release in the United States, there was
talk of actually changing the name of the film
because the distributors didn’t think American
audiences would understand the reference to
Beckham.
Tire film, however, probably won’t be hurt by
its cultural themes. “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”
raked in more than $240 million domestically and
the similar Indian foreign-language film,
“Monsixrn Wedding,” uxik almost $14 million
after its release last year. If anything, the popular
ity of these films will only increase the willingness
of Americans to drop $9 on “Beckham.”
“Beckham” has grosvsed more than $15 million
and should work its way above the $20 million
mark.
Cinematically speaking, the actors are flawless
and make the best of the sometimes-stift dialogue.
The filming often seems like it is better suited for
back to back episodes of a television show, but
there are some good camera crosscuts between
Jess’ last game and her sister’s traditional wedding.
Overall, the cast, the comedy and the music make
“Beckham” an enjoyable flick.

Get the Classes
You Need this
Summer!
Pay ju st S11 a unit!

Recycle Bin

In the event of a home invasion, be sure
to stock up on necessary'Hardware'
liere are memorable movies
aKnit people defending the
hvime against attackers from out
side: Q)ps holding off almiYst supematurally clever crcx>ks in “A.ssault on
Precinct 13,” [Austin Hoffman as a meek
mathematician cleverly dispatching
marauders in “Straw Dogs,” or a K>y
comically ixitwitting Kirglars in “Home
Alone.”
There arc alsti claustrophobic films
aKnit petiple battling evil that has actu
ally invixled their homes: Karen Black
agaiasr the animatcxi vixxkxi doll in
“Trilogy’ of Terror;” the Kry fighting a
hixiseful of horrors in “The People
Under the Stairs;” and Jodie Foster and
the women battling intruders in “Panic
Rixim.”
However, no one has ever had an
invader as nasty as the vicitnis android
that attacks Stacy Travis in “Hardware.”

T

Ironically brought to her as a love gift by
her Kiyfriend (Dy'lan McDermott), who
.scavenged it from Iggy' Pop, this relent
less roK>t nivirpKs unpredictably and is
programmed to massacre anyone in its
path. As st*emingly uastoppablc as the
mutating monster in “Alien” or Arnold
Swarzenegger
in
the
original
“Terminator,” the mbot in “Hardware”
makes for terrific cinema.
Drectetl with a wicked sense of style
by Richard Stanley (“Dist Devil”) and
featuring a driving musical score, this is
a great, aggressive, galvanizing film —
which almost no one has seen.
Warning: “Hardware” is a hard R.
(1990; 92 min.; color; rated R;
VHS/coming scxm on LWD)

Complete general ed., su p p o rt and major classes
at Allan Hancock College this summer.
Hundreds of Hancock courses fulfill your Cal Poly
lower division graduation requirements.
Enrollment fees are still ju st $ 11 a unit
($33 for a typical class).

Examples of Equivalent Courses
CAL POLY COURSE

Psych 101

Stat 221

M ath 123

Econ 222 & 221

COURTESY PHOTO

Rod^rl Dog Yfilow Box Sideout Volatile

AHC EQUIVALENT

Psy201 or 202
Scorn 101 or 102

Doug Keesey is a Cal Poly film
professor.

M<rs Nomdif

Q J\L PO LY STU D EN TS:

Speech 101
Econ 101 & 102

For a complete list of Cal Poly/Hancock
equivalent courses, go to
w w w .HancockCollege.edu
and click on "Cal Poly Students."

Splash Sketchen. Nomae/

Classes ^bnegln ^ n e 16

Under the Radar

off all shoes!
ends M a y 26th

will return next
Wednesday

Register nowl
Allan Hancock College

1

now go find some
new music
on your own

9

9

9

A California public com m unity college
800 South College Drive Santa Maria
toll free 1-866-DIAL AHC (342-5242) ext. 3363

BLACK TOLATola

C ra z jfT a u ^ s
767

C L O T H IN G & S H O E S
H k x jg r a • D o w n t o w n

ALLAN HANCOCK C O LLEG E
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Students have A Supreme decision on privacy
only themselves A
to blame
W
ow, and I thought I was a bitch in high school.
In Glenview, III., a group of female high school juniors was bru
tally “hazed” by a group of girls from the senior class. In a tradi
tion that has been carried on for years, the juniors and seniors play a girlsonly football game against each other. Instead of the usual teasing, semi
rough tackles and mud in their hair, the juniors got more than they antici
pated.
Here we go again. L et’s just attribute this terrible event to exactly what
it was: A group of people getting sucked up in the mob mentality, inciting
terrible and barbaric actions and ending up, once again, giving hazing a ter
rible name. This silly right of passage at Glenbrook North High wasn’t an
instance of hazing, as it has been called. Plain and simple, it was assault.
T he 16 and 17-year-old girls were forced to eat mud and feces while it
was rubbed violently into their faces. T he most horrific part is that several
adults were standing around drinking beers and watching the incident as it
was videotaped.
Many of the girls were beaten severely, resulting in five hospitalizations.
After the younger girls were herded into a huddle they were pelted with
urine, paint, rubbish, fish and animal intestines. One girl suffered a broken
ankle, one a broken tailbone from being kicked repeatedly and a third co n 
tracted a bacterial infection after being forced to swallow feces.
School officials said about 100 pupils were involved in the confrontation
and they have currently suspended 31 girls and four boys. Twelve of these
girls and three boys have been charged with misdemeanor battery, which
carries a sentence of up to one year in jail. Many others may still be
charged.
These charges could in fact be raised to aggravated assault with premed
itation because, as the video shows, some of the senior girls brought base
ball bats. T he parents providing ^ ---------------------------------------------------------the alcohol at the event may
also be charged.
W hat parent in their right

d e b a te d oes an d alw ays
..
,
U>Ul COUtinue OTT HoW fa r a
s c k o o r s ju risdiction wUl^O,

mind supplies a bunch of kegs at
an event like this and then i
stands by and watches as it escalatcs into a bloodbath? By the
end, girls were bleeding and
unconscious, and no one did a
thing about it.

•

i

j

i

^rder tO ad eq u ately
illustrate juSt k o w in approprib c k a v io r is these StU'
.
,
.. .
•i
i r
dcnts shou ld be pu n ished fro m
¿iH cin^leS.

May 5 C N N .com article reported the
Supreme Court will wait until fall to make a
decision on the release of four more pictures
of a dead body found in a park 10 years ago.
This is the age of dwindling privacy - the age of
filling out a survey and getting put on a number of
junk e-mail lists within a week. But that deals with
living people. W hat about dead people? Do they
have any privacy? T heir pictures? T heir records?
How about their families?
O ne California lawyer doesn’t think so.
W hen Vincent Foster, Bill C linton’s kindergarten
friend and Hillary Rodham -Clinton’s former law
partner, died in the first year of C lin ton ’s presidency,
there were a number of

Commentaiy

, theories

.............................................about his death. Some
say he shot him self in the head because of depres
sion. Others say it was an inside job by the W hite
House that was covered up. Five investigations later,
it was suicide.
California lawyer Allan Favish doesn’t think so.
He wants to see pictures of Foster’s dead body - the
bullet hole and his face. He has already seen more
than 100 pictures relating to Foster - including his
car and the park his body was found in - and even
posted some of them on the Internet. But he wants
more. Favish has been through small courts and they
all split. T he California Appeals Court wants to
release four more pictures. A court in Washington
doesn’t, saying there is no proof of government mis
conduct.
Justice needs to prevail, yet have a conscience. If that
constitutes release of cktssified documentation, so be it,
but there needs to be a cleaner way to go aK)ut it. Either
way, the question is privacy. In a case like Foster’s, cover
up or not, there is no telling now. It’s over.
T he attorney for Foster’s family has said the

Is there a line or are w e such a n o holds'barred, reality television society
that w e dem an d docu m en tation o f
death?

release of more photos would be damaging to the rel
atives. One would think so. W hether Favish wants
to prove the investigations wrong or not, he needs to
think of Foster’s loved ones - switch shoes with
those people and experience more questioning about
a deceased family member 10 years later.
T h at is what the release of these photos would
result in, emotional distress for the family.
So on May 5, when the Supreme Court gave
Favish the temporary satisfaction by telling him,
“we’ll think about it and get back to you in the fall,”
it opened some needed discussion. W here is the line
drawn? Is there a line or are we such a no-holdsbarred, reality television society that we demand
documentation of death?
According to the article, this proposed public
records law docs “allow officials to withhold infor
mation that could cause ‘an unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy.’”
Good thing. Personal privacy is all citizens of this
country have left and evolving laws and acceptances
are diminishing that. This case will be very impor
tant come fall, because it will set a precedent. Will
the Supreme Court allow the release of these pic
tures to a man who has already posted them for mil
lions to see or will it put a stop to this right now and
leave it up to the government to make that decision
in the future? Time will tell.

Ryan McAdams is a Journalism senior and Mustang
Daily staff writer.

Letter to the editor
Letter raises moral questions
Editor,

One of the accused, M amie
Holz, 18, filed a lawsuit against
the school district to protest her suspension. She is concerned it will dam
age her academic standing, possibly stop her form graduating with her class
and, God forbid, make her miss the senior prom.
Honestly, where are your priorities? Holz may be facing jail time and all
she’s worried about is the prom? This punishment is more than justified in
the face of the outrageous behavior these girls demonstrated.
Glenbrook High School has now offered the 31 accused a deal to gradu
ate on time. T he catch is the students can ’t fight expulsion or try to exploit
the ordeal with movie and book deals. T he offer also requires them to
attend counseling sessions and participate in a number of community ser
vice hours.
In light of recent controversy, the range of school authority over its
pupils is in question. Many of the students have refused the offer, stating
the school should have no right to govern over them outside of school
grounds and activities.
Does this initiation, or hazing, qualify as a school activity? Honestly, the
schixil made these students a tine offer. Actually, the students got lucky.
T he debate does and always will continue on how far a school’s jurisdiction
will go, but in order to adequately illustrate just how inappropriate this
behavior was, these students should be punished from all angles.
1 can understand this group is worried about this incident following them
for the rest of their lives. W ell, it should. Maybe if we don’t let these upper
middle-class kids, as described by the school’s principal, pay their way and
get off with a slap on the wrist, then in the future they will learn to make
better decisions.

1 would like to take this opportunity to commend
Ray Cavalcante for his logical and mature rebuttal
( “Concept of sin contrary to logic,” May 8). It is so
refreshing to hear an actual attempt at reason,
breaking the monotony of frequent and predictably
hateful, bitter and cynical letters. W hile I disagree
with your conclusion, Ray, 1 respect your thoughtful
and logical approach to this issue of sin.
I respectfully have a few questions to further stim
ulate your intellect: Do you have to teach a child to
lie? Do you have to teach a child the word “mine”?
Do you have to teach a child to throw tantrums?
These apparent symptoms that are not learned but
innate seem to point to humanity suffering from
something (see also: war, hate, loneliness). But real
ly, do we even need to squabble over divisive ques
tions when anyone who has the honesty to admit to
having ever sinned simply ratifies the Bible’s diagno
sis that all have sinned and are in need of restoration
(Romans 3:23, John 3:16,17)?
If this is so, the only question left is: Is God trust
worthy? W ell, if the first man and woman had to
choose sin using your own logic, Ray were they not
then created as something other than sinful?
They were created in the “likeness" of God
(Genesis I ), perfect, and with the freedom to choose
(whom they would love). Sounds like a pretty loving
and gracious God to me. You still have that same
choice, Ray.

Caitlin O'Farrell is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.

Peter Uzzi is a graphic communication Junior.
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Spam offenders don't deserve imprisonment
T
hey clutter your inbox with 20 or
more messages per day. They promise
to help you re-grow your hair, meet
the man of your dreams or increase a certain
bodily organ by up to 20 percent. More sim
ply put, they are spammers.
In response to
^
^
such
e-m ails.
many states have
passed anti-spam
resolutions that either hirhid the sender to
use a third-party domain name or force them
to use opt-out instructions. Although half
the states have enacted such laws, Virginia is
taking the penalty for spamming one step
further; Spammers now risk having their
assets seized and can spend up to five years in
prison, according to the CNN Web site. This
includes e-mails sent from outside the Unite
States, or received in outside states from
senders in Virginia.
Has Virginia taken the penalty for spam
ming a step too far, or is it appropriate?
Opinions vary, mostly based on spam experi-

Commentary

enee.
If you have had your e-mail bombarded
with penis enlargement ads or have suffered
the embarrassment of having a pornography
advertisement pop up on your computer in a
very crowded on-campus terminal, you prob
ably agree with the Virginia resolution.
If you find the experience of deleting 50
unsolicited e-mails per day merely unpleas
ant, then you may feel the Virginia resolu
tion is a hit harsh.
Although it is not necessary to send spam
mers to prison for an entire five years, cer
tain spam needs to carry some type of penal
ty. Spam that contains “adult-specific” co n 
tent should carry a higher penalty than that
which does not. If the perpetrators risk hav
ing their possessions (th a t they have
acquired from profits made off of unsolicited
e-m ail) seized, maybe they will stop doing it.
We don’t necessarily need to punish the
senders; we just need to take away the reward
- their motive for doing it in the first place.
Nobody would he allowed to openly solicit

Oreo cookie suit
a com plete joke
housands of product safety lawsuits breeze through the
American justice system every day, hut this latest one
might just he the most absurd case to become a nation
al news story.
British-lH)rn attorney Stephen loseph has filed an unsuc
cessful California lawsuit against Kraft Foods Inc. to ban the
extremely popular chocolate sandwich cookie, the Oreo.
Joseph claimed the cookie contains trans fat, a substance that
acts like cholesterol in the body and is harmful if eaten in
large doses. In a CNN.com story, he also said he resents the
fact that he has been eating this stuff all his life.
Its a good this suite was seen for the joke that is was. This
guy, who has stuffed himself with a minute fraction of the 450
million Oreos produced since 1912, actually thought he had a
fighting chance against Kraft Foods. He wants to help others
who haven’t had the eye-opening experience that he’s had.
Please Mr. Joseph, try and save Americans from dilemmas of
drug trafficking and had check writing.
This suite could he seen as a horrible publicity stunt, but it
_
is also demeaning to the American
^ O n ^ n i l 0 V l X d r y ju stice system’s requirem ent to
hear product safety cases. This
man was trying to get a cookie that has obviously made quite
a name for itself taken off the shelves for something millions
of Americans already know; Oreos are bad for you.
Joseph has even gone as far as to set up an advocacy group,
appropriately named BanTransFat.com. He says in the CNN
article, if nothing else came from the failed suit, he hoped
more people would become aware of the harm trans fat brings
to the btxly.
Hey, thanks Mr. Joseph for thinking of all those people out
there who are filling themselves with this nasty trans fat,
which can be found in a slew of everyday food products co n 
sumed by the public.
The one irony is that everyone knows that Oreos are bad
for the body. It is well known that if you eat enough of them,
you will be looking a little more like the Goodyear blimp than
a Victoria’s Secret swimsuit model. All Joseph really did is
bring up a point that Americans already know. The handy
dandy Nutrition Facts on the side of every food and beverage
product can plainly tell you the highs and lows of what’s
inside.
It really doesn’t take a lawsuit against one of the biggest
food manufacturers in the wotld to prove to Americans the
dangers of eating too many Oreos.
The CNN.com article also gave Kraft’s response to the
whole situation. They saw an absolutely baseless case and they
would have fought it vigorously. Kraft’s .senior vice president
of consumer affairs said fix)d manufacturers should help co n 
sumers lead healthy lifestyles, but they must draw the line
with this suit.
Joseph and his plot are destined to go down in stupid law
suit history. Next time just pass on the cookies on your own
and save the courts the time and money.

T

Am anda H ippe is a Journalism senior and M ustang Daily
staff writer.

The way that I look at it, these
e-mails are just like the little fly
ers that you find underneath
your windshield after you have
already started your car and are
ready to go. Yes, they're annoy
ing, but they shouldn't be illegal.

many of the products appearing in spam ads
on the street - th at’s what those adult book
stores are for - so why should they he able to
send it through e-mail? Not only do some
people just not want to deal with it, hut also
othet people may find it offensive. Parents
may also get a little concerned when their
10-year-old is receiving such solicitations. If
people would like to purchase such products
on their own, nobody is stopping them. I’m
sure that they don’t need a million e-mails to
find what they are looking for.

However, for the spam that solicits Grated Web sites and other harmless products
and services, imprisonment may be a little
harsh. As far as these e-mails go, all states
should enforce a law that forbids the solicitor
from .soliciting to third parties and to offer an
opt-out option, so that those of us that are
never going to read them don’t have to deal
with it.
Keep in mind that the Virginia law is
directed at commercial hulk e-mail. It targets
messages that have at least 10,000 copies or
that make at least $1,000 from a transmis
sion, according to the CNN Web site.
T he way 1 look at it, these e-mails are just
like the little flyers that you find underneath
yout windshield after you have already start
ed your car and are ready to go. Yes, they’re
annoying, hut they shouldn’t he illegal. If we
start imprisoning people just for being
annoying, well ... that’s just too easy.

Cathy Ayers is a journalism senior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.

Letters to the editor
Clinton really more to blame for North
Korea
Editor,
I’m progressive and 1 don’t have faith ... especially in the
government, but 1 have to t)bject to Clayton’s faith in the antinecKon ptopaganda expressed in his letter “Rumsfeld defends
corporate interests, not America” (May 9).
The 1994 agreement brokered by former President Carter
between the United States and North Korea did include build
ing two light water reactors in order to provide safe nuclear
power (light water reactors are ver>' jxxjr prcxJucers of fissile
material used to make bombs) to make up for the power short
age caused by North Korea shutting down its Soviet-built reac
tors. The reactors would have been monitored by the IAEA
(like all reactors around the world except ours) had they ever
Ixien built. But because of Clinton’s hxit dragging, the reactors
weren’t built and we didn’t give lull diplomatic recognition to
North Korea (alst) part of the deal). In other words we didn’t
uphold our end of the 1994 agreement. After six years of wait
ing around. North Korea said “screw it” and started their
weapons progranv back up. That’s why we are having problems
with North Korea tixlay ... not because of some neo-con con
spiracy to transfer nuclear technology to Kim Jong-ll. If we
wanted to have a nuclear deterrent in East Asia, we would have
let Taiwan or Japan go ahead with their projects. We’re on the
fourth or fifth draft of history now and there are lxx)ks written
about this kind of stuff; why rely on biased magazine articles?

trained Iraqi spies). 1 believe the Bush administration has
earned our trust.

Joel Bigelow is a civil engineering senior.

Christianity offers a permanent remedy
Editor,
I wtHild like to resptmd to Justin Fraga’s letter, “Writer pmsented
nothing new” (May 8). I want to thimk you for your honesty in
how Mr. Candee’s letter made you feel. However, your claim that
Christianity’ is siidomitstx:histic is off base. If a s«)ldier who has just
had his arm blown off tells you his arm Ls bleeding, he is being
truthful. To acknowledge failure or pain is not sadomastxhistic but
rather the first step toward realizing that a remedy is necessary.
Ironically, to ignore the severed limb or sin nature is to accept the
problem as tolenible or even enjoyable. Tlie amazing thing is that
Jesus offers himself as a pennanent remedy free of charge. Wlio is
being sadi^masK'histic here?
My goal is not to win an argument but ratlrer encourage you to
see that altluiugh Christiaivs acknowledge their failures, they shcxild
be living in the joy that GtxJ sees them as pert^r through the death
and resurrection of Jesus. It seems apparent thn>ugh your sarcasm
towaal Christianity that somewhere down the line you have had at
least one bad experience with Christiaite. \CTiiIe I can’t change that,
I want to leave you with an oldie but gixxly, “For by grace you have
been saved thaxigh faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of
God, not of works, so that no one will Kiast” (Ephesians 2:8,9). I
hope that ytxi will stop boasting in your one-armed attempts and see
what happens when Jesus makes you whole.

Mac McClenahan is a social science and physics senior.

Bush administration has earned
America's trust

Scott Nystrom is a business senior.

Editor,

Editor,

More respect needed In classrooms

Clayton W hitt is misguided in his criticism of defense secre
Do certain classes at Cal Poly attract more than their fair share
tary Donald Rumsfeld (“Rumsfeld defends corporate interests of rude people?
not America,” May 9). No evidence exists that Rumsfeld had
Based on my experiences this quarter I am inclined to think so
any knowledge of the $200 million deal with North Korea. - my BIO 153 class has the highest concentration of rude peiiple 1
Evidence suggests that the decision to make the deal never have ever encountered.
even passed through the board of directors, which is the only
During trxlay’s class, about five cell phones rang. I don’t know
avenue whereby Rumsfeld is linked to ABB.
about the rest of you, but when I hear a cell phone go off in class I
The notion that the Bush administration is seeking only to immediately check to make sure my cell phone is off - and spare
advance its own interests through foreign policy is unfounded. everyone the annoyance.
Afghanistan contains no oil, yet the administration made a
I realize that there are Kinafide reasons that one might leave
decision to take action in that country. As a result, Afghani class early - a dtxtor’s appointment or maybe the feeling that your
women can now leave their homes with their heads uncovered lunch is aKxit to come hack up and land on your neighbor’s notes
and people can freely practice religion.
- but I don’t think the 10 people that left early today were running
Who would prefer having Clinton in office at this time? His to the toilet. If you’re not going to stay the whole time, then don’t
foreign policy record is questionable at best. His administration come to class, and if you must leave early sit in the back. No one
failed in places like Bosnia, Haiti and Somalia. About 850,0(X) has to tell me that learning about the respiratory system of a fi.sh is
Rwandans were slaughtered under his watch even though U.S. not the most exciting thing ever, hut could you at least force your
intelligence had gcxxl information on the atrocities taking self to sit still for 50 minutes? Leaving early disrupts both the stu
place. The Clinton administration was offered custody of dents and the teacher.
Osama bin Laden from the Sudanese government in 1996 and
I’ll admit that I’m not always paying attention to the lecture, so
turned it down.
while those students that leave early may not necessarily be interThe current administration has given us no reason to believe mptirtg my learning, they sure are annoying me - and I know I’m
they are acting solely in their own interests. (Questions of not the only one.
integrity should be directed to France (documents found in
To offending students: Plea.se be more respectful.
Iraq show that they’ve shared intelligence with Saddam over
the past couple years) and Russia (evidence exists that they Quincy (iardenhire is a kineiology senior.

)
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CLASS
continued from page 1
said.
The class was created with funds
from a two-year grant from the “Buy
California” program, which received
federal specialty crop moneys, de Yong
said.
The winter quarter class was the first
and dealt with California agricultural
policy within the state, focusing on
Governor Gray Davis’ budget related
to agriculture.
The spring quarter version has
changed gears a little and has discussed
foreign policy and written a national
farm program.
Each class had experts come in,
which Shelton has mostly been in
charge of, and speak with the students
and help develop policy and help the
course become conceptually sound, an
aspect of the classes de Yong said has
gone really well.
Experts from Washington D.C.,
University of Tennessee and an inter
national expert from Stanford have all

come to Cal Poly and have provided
input on the class’s program. A
California Farm Bureau member also
came in this quarter to see how the
national program would do in
California.
“Since we brought in a variety of
experts, each had their own opinions
and the class had different opinions,
too” de Yong said. “It takes a lot to
come up with a consensus. But that’s
what you have to do with ptilicy to he
a real player. At first, students come in
pretty strong-willed about what they
believe, but they have to listen to oth
ers’ views. Students really evolve dur
ing the course of the quarter.”
Not only are students excelling and
becoming more knowledgeable, but
the class itself is also evolving for differ
ent reasons.
“It’s hard to do in 10 weeks, and we
learned that early on,” Shelton said.
“The 10-week format doesn’t lend itself
to doing any in-depth analysis, which is
what we need. The class is exposed to a
lot of issues, but the actual analysis of
issues related to agriculture policy was
tough to do in 10 weeks.”
De Yong agrees but is encouraged by

the trial and error pnxess.
“We won’t start from the stime spot,”
de Yong said of the fall quarter class.
“We’ll build on what we’ve already
done. We came up with a consensus
from agriculture and now we’re going
to try to broaden that a little hit. This
next quarter will be urban rule inter
face. We’ll he talking to urban and
environmental people and throw the
net a little wider for our consensus.”
De Yong and Shelton will also make
efforts to contact people higher in the
state government to improve the class.
When it becomes part of the curricu
lum for agriculture majors in Fall 2004,
they hope to have it where they want
it.
“The follow-up on (this year) will be
to contact a few more legislators and
bring it one step closer to the govern
mental process,” de Yong said.
As for de Yong and his achievement,
he gives the credit to the students.
“The reception we’ve gotten for our
class is really good,” he said. “It’s nice to
do something that will really help the
students. It takes a lot of work but it’s
fun.”
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RODEO
continued from page 1
In order to compete in the
national finals. Cal Poly’s rodeo
team had to place in the top five,
Segura said.
Black said he is confident that
the team will walk away from
nationals as winners.
“1 have high hopes that each
team will bring back a national title,
and they are fully capable of that,”
Black said. “Each one of the individ
uals is also capable of winning a
national title individually, also.”
This year. Cal Poly is sending
both a men’s and women’s team to
nationals. Black said.
“To my knowledge, that is the
first time this has happened since
they restructured the N IR A ; for
probably about 10 years we haven’t
had a full team,” he said. “Each team
member has to qualify individually,
rather than that the whole team
qualifying in order to go.”
O n the women’s team. Tiffany
Curtis, Fallon Avery, Sadie Myers
and Lindsay Rosser will compete in
the finals. Scott M cCulloch, Josh
M ack,
John
Wiersma,
Luke
Lancaster,
Levi
Rosser,
Billy
Bugenig and C lint Cooper will com
pete on the men’s team.
Most of the team members who
will compete have placed in the
regional competitions during the
▼ .................................................................

We put out daily!
Run by 2 5 students, printed by 40 students,
read by 10,000.

“J have high hopes that
each team will bring back a
national title, and they are
fully capable o f that. Each
one o f the individuals is
also capable o f winning a
national title individually,
also.'*
Bret Black
coach

'‘It's my last year, so hope'
fully we'll win and hope'
fully our team will do well.
Anytime you go some'
where, you plan to win.
It's just what I plan to do.
Hopefully our team will do
so as well."
Billy Bugenig
team member
playoffs.
Curtis took second place in the
West Coast region on the breakaway
roping, which entails slipping a rope
around a calf’s neck before their
rope breaks away from the saddle.
Last weekend, Myers won the
playoffs in breakaway roping, and
Rosser placed second.
The men were equally as success
ful.
M cCulloch won heading for team
roping. Mack won healing for the
West Coast Regionals. Lancaster
placed first and Bugenig second in
the West Coast region in the steer
wrestling competition.
“I’m pretty pleased with our team
this year,” said Bugenig, an agribusi
ness senior. “It’s my last year, so
hopefully we’ll win and hopefully
our team will do well. Anytime you
go somewhere, you plan to win. It’s
just what 1 plan to do. Hopefully our
team will do so as well.”
The competition will include sad
dle bronco riding, bore riding, bull
riding, bareback riding on a horse,
team and calf roping and steer
wrestling.
As the national president, Segura
won’t be able to compete with the
team, but has received a fifth year of
eligibility to participate in competi
tion individually. Last year, he took
third in the nation, and this year he
could very well place first in saddle
bronco riding. Black said. Segura is
the only Cal Poly student who will
be competing in two events, saddle
bronco riding and steer wrestling.

Classified Advertising
G rap h ic A rts B u ild in g , R oom 226 Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo , CA 93407 ( 805) 756-1143
Help W a n te d
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff
Residing in the San Fernando
or Conejo Valleys $2800+
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com

Em ploym ent
S u m m e r C a m p C o u n s e lo rs

Decathlon Sports Club Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com

FU N - S U M M E R

www.daycampjobs.com

Announcem ents

$ 1 0 -$ 1 6 B a s e -A p p t

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
PAID WEEKLY
Scholarships possible, flexible
schedule. Conditions apply.
805-541-3310
For other locations in California
and nationwide, apply online @
www.workforstudents.com/slo

SUMMER CAMPS

www.daycampjobs.com

Announcem ents

I

F re e list o f all h o u s e s
a n d c o n d o s fo r s a le in SLO .
C a ll N e lso n R eal E s ta te
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 o r e m a il
S te v e & s lo h o m e s .c o m

Mass at the Newman Center
Thursdays 11:10 followed by
lunch for $1
All are welcome!

H o m e s For Sale

H o m e s For Sale

I

Housing

Really Nice
Luxury Condo!

SUMMER WORK
ATTENTION
CAL POLY STUDENTS
Customer service/sales.

I

Free Food for the Class of 2003
at AWOL May 19-22
almostalumni.calpoly.edu

F o rt L o c k s S e lf S to ra g e
G ro v e r B e a c h a n d N ip o m o
ren t 3 m o n th s . G e t 4th m o n th
fre e
4 8 9 -2 0 7 5 o r 9 2 9 -8 3 9 8
W e re n t U H a u l also !

Cal Poly Charmer
20 Hathaway Ave.
Great Location, Walk to School
1600 Sq Ft, 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath
Immaculate Condition, Huge Lot.
Spacious Home, Hardwood
Floors.
Fantastic Remodeled Kitchen
with Granite Slab Counters
New Paint, and New Slate
Floors.
Fabulous Yard, Terraced Garden,
Fruit Trees, and Views.
2 Car Attached Garage.
Asking Price $649,000
Call Craig Losee, Owner/Broker
(805) 235-1736

H a rd w o o d flo o rs , v a u lte d c e il
in g s, b a lc o n y an d b a ck d e ck,
w a s h e r/d ry e r,
d is h w a s h e r.
W alk to Poly!
W e n e ed 2 frie n d s (fe m a le ) to
s h a re th e h u g e m a s te r
b e d ro o m w ith a tta c h e d bath
an d w a lk -in clo set.
$ 5 0 0 /m o , a v ail. 9/1
^ A lta V is ta P ark
C all A lii o r C h rist!
5 9 3 -0 9 0 6

Big Condo for Rent
A Must See!
2 bd, 1.5 Ba Woodbridge Condos
$1600/mo 545-7846

I

Rental Housing
Summer Sublet
Own room with shared bathroom
Available 6/16, close to campus
Call Malia 756-1796

UH @ M u s ta n g V illa g e

Studios, 2,3, & 4 Bdrm. apts.
Discounts available
leasing @ uhmustangvillage.com

Secure housing NOW for Fall ‘03
1 & 2 bdrms. avail--call544-3952
or visit

www.slorentals.com

Shared room for summer
Available ASAP! Discount rent.
Call Lindsey at 279-8085

Large single room 4 rent,
newly remodeled, on Slack St.
Female wanted. Lease begins in
July $695/mo.
Call Mary (408) 867-6378
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Cal Poly Track and Field

A disappointing ending
►Talented Mustangs
settle for third place at
Big West Championships
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

N O RTH RID G E
—
Senior
Stephanie Brown was named Big
West Field Athlete of the Year after
leading the Mustang women to a
third-place finish with 122 points at
the Big West Track and Field
Championships
at
Cal
State
Northridgc. The Idaho Lady Vandals
claimed the women’s title with 213
ptiints. On the men’s side, Utah State
defeated the Matadors by one point
to defend its team title. The Cal Poly
men’s team came in at third with 143
ptTints.
Maggie Vessey defended her Big
West title in the 800 meters, running
the event in a season-best time of 2
minutes, 8.01 seconds. LeBren
Martin set a new personal record
while finishing first in the 400-meter
hurdles in a time of 57.69. In addition
to winning the shot put title for the
fourth-straight year on Friday (54
feet, 7.25 inches), Stephanie Brown
won the discus title with a throw of
183-9.50. Also claiming a title on
Friday, freshman Kaylene Wagner fin
ished first in the high jump (6-0.50).
In addition to the long jump title
claimed on Friday (2 5 -0 ), senior
Tyrone Ward finished first in the 400meter dash in a time of 46.57 seconds.
Other top finishers for Cal Poly
include Ben Bruce in the 5,000-meter
run (second, 14:33.86), and Sean
Ricketts in the 1500-meter run (sec
ond, 3:52.33) and Jon Takahashi in
the pole vault (second place, 174.50). Takahashi also claimed the
decathlon title on Thursday with a
record-breaking 7,307 points.
Other Big West honors announced
on Saturday included Idaho’s Yogi

M A TT W ECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly th ro w e r S tep h an ie Brow n becam e th e firs t fo u r-tim e Big
W est C ham pion in th e conference's history last w eeken d .
Teevens named Women’s Coach of
the Year and Idaho’s Angela Whyte
named Female Track Athlete of the
Year. Utah State’s Cregg Gensel was
named Men’s Coach of the Year,
Idaho’s Jan Eitel was named Male
Track Athlete of the Year and Long
Beach State’s Cory LoebI was named
Male Field Athlete of the Year.
TlTe Mustang men
entered

Saturday’s final with a 13-point lead,
thanks to several strong perfor
mances. Tyrone Ward repeated as
long jump champion with a leap of 25
feet. Junior Ben Bruce finished sec
ond in the 3,CXX)-meter steeplechase
in a time of 8:56.46. Senior Ryan
James came in second in the javelin
with a 206 foot, 10 inch throw. Junior
Blake Swier finished second in the

Notebook

10,000-m eter run in a time of
31:06.62.
Junior Jon Takahashi’s recordbreaking first place finish in the
decathlon also .spurred the Mustang
attack. Takahashi finished with 7,307
points in the competition, a slim 15
points ahead of second place finisher
Jereme
Richardson
of
Idaho.
Takahashi’s score also broke the Cal
Poly record in the decathlon, which
he previously held at 7,165 points
and is one of the top-16 decathlon
performances in the nation this sea
son.
Takahashi finished firy in the pole
vault (17-2.25) for 985 points. His
15.40 performance in the 110 meters
hurdles was good enough for second
place and 802 points. He finished
fourth in both the discus throw (1312) and the javelin (157-9) and sixth
in the 1,500 meters (4:59.26) for a
combined total of 1,788 points for
those three events.
He also finished first in both the
high jump (6-07) and the long jump
(22-11.25) to earn maximum points
in those events. He ran the 100
meters in 11.42 for 769 points and
the 400 meters in 52.24 for 714
points. Takahashi finished third in
the shot put for 625 points with a 404.75 throw.
But Brown’s performance stole the
show. She became the conference’s
first-ever four-time champion by win
ning the shot put with a mark of 547.25. Freshman Kaylene Wagner
claimed the top spot in the high jump
at 6-00.50. Freshman Julie Hancock
finished second in the 10,000-meter
run in a time of 38:06.67.
The Cal Poly men’s and women’s
track team will return to action on
May 30 and 31 at the N CA A West
Regional Championships in Palo
Alto.

Track and Field

Brown competes at
Hartnell College
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

—
Senior
Stephanie B,own competed
in the Hartnell College
Throwers Meet on Tuesday in
Salinas. Brown’s discus throw of
186-3 is her second-best throw of
the season. Brown set her personal
record and the Cal Poly rectird in
the discus earlier this season with a
throw of 189-6.

S
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Off the Field

Athletes go beyond
the classroom
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

Beyond the classroom and ath
letics, many Cal Poly varsity teams
and athletes find time to test their
skills in the game of life by getting
Cal Poly Athletics involved in the
surrounding community.
One such service these athletes
were involved in this year is the
San Luis Obispo County Special
Olympics. This event provides
sports training and athletic compe
tition for the developmentally dis
abled children and adults and will
help build awareness for the Special
Olympics.
There will be various venues in
this year’s Special Olympics,
including basketball, track and
field, swimming, and bocci ball.
The Cal Poly men’s and women’s
swim teams and the men’s basket
ball team ran their respective sport
venues, while a handful of athletes
and coaches from the football, vol
leyball and tennis programs put on
a sports skills expo.

STATS

By the numbers

Cal Poly Baseball

Leavitt earns All-Big West honor
►Seconci baseman grabs
first team award; Herbert,
Breen also mentioned
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

SAN LU IS O BISPO — Cal Poly
junior second baseman Adam
Leavitt has been named to the AllBig West Q inference first team in
baseball.
Mustang junior center fielder Sam
Herbert was named to the second
team while junior outfielder Pat
Breen landed a spot on the honor
able mention list.
Leavitt is hitting .340 with one
more three-game series to be played
this season at Stanford on May 2325. He leads the team in stolen bases
with 21 and is No. 2 in hits with 70.
Leavitt’s average was down to .250
two weeks into the season, then the
2000 Ventura County High School

Player of the Year went on an 11game hitting streak during which he
hit .413 (19-for-46). He has hit safe
ly in 23 of his last 26 games and 26
of 32 while going 17-for-35 (.486) in
Cal Polyls last eight games.
Leavitt, who hit .364 in Big West
games this season, is the eighth
Mustang to earn first-team all-con
ference honors, joining Scott Kidd
(1 9 9 7 ), Marty Cam acho (1 9 9 7 ),
Steve Wood (1998), Kevin Tillman
(2 0 0 1 ) , Brian Haskell (2002), Bryan
G ant (2 0 0 2 ) and Kevin Correia
( 2002) .
Herbert currently leads Cal Poly
in hitting with a .353 average. His
20 doubles and 82 hits are best on
the squad and he has stolen 13 bases.
Herbert had a 16-game hitting
streak earlier this season and was 34
for 71 (.479) during the streak. He
has a team-leading 28 multiple-hit
games, including a 6 for 7 game
March 28 at Southern Utah and

sported a .418 average in late March.
Breen has a .321 average with a
team-leading 10 home runs, four
triples and 48 RBIs. Tlte Santa Ana
College transfer leads rhe Big West
in slugging percentage (.637).
Cal State Fullerton outfielder
Shane Costa was named Big West
Player of the Year while Long Beach
State pitchers Abe Alvarez and Jered
Weaver were named Big West CoPitchers of the Year. Long Beach
State’s Mike Weathers earned Big
West Coach of the Year in only his
second season as the 49ers’ skipper.
Costa hit .382 with 2/1 doubles,
four home runs, 50 RBIs and 26
stolen bases.
He was a first-team All-Big West
selection a year ago. Weaver and
Alvarez became the nation’s firstever duo from the same team to gar
ner conference co-pitcher of the year
honors. Alvarez, last season’s Pitcher
of the Year, became the first individ

ual in Big West history to earn top
pitching honors for two straight
years.
The duo combined for a 22-3
record (Weaver 12-3, Alvarez 10-0)
and finished second and third in
conference in ERA (Weaver 2.11,
Alvarez 2.48), respectively. Weaver
led the Big West in strikeouts (125),
wins and innings pitched (110.2),
while holding batters to a league-low
.183 average.
Alvarez, a junior left-hander, fin
ished tied for third in wins, fifth in
strikeouts (86) and averaged 6.78
innings per game, which was secondhighest in the Big West.
Weathers earned Big West Coach
of the Year after guiding his ballclub
to its first Big West championship
since 1998. In only his second season
at the helm. Weathers led the pro
gram to its third straight season of
35-plus wins and third consecutive
postseason appearance.
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C al P o ly o u tfield er Pat
B reen le a d s th e Big
W e s t w ith a .637 s lu g 
g in g p ercen ta g e.

TRIVIA
today’s question

W hat is the name
of the Cal Poly fight song? |
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpolY-odu
Monday s

‘
j

{|iirslinn

VWidTs the only coli^^^
player in history to win two
Heisman trophy awards?
_________ ______________________
Congratulations Jonathan Romero, Adam

Grenier and Camille O'Bryant of THE Ohio S t
Universityll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

